The RFR Reference Series combines our most elegant design and highest reliability. Engineered for professional integration, its wide body design and robust construction including bolt-through casters and internal steel bracing will stand up to years of use. Optimized for passive cooling, the RFR Series also accepts an energy-saving thermostatic cooling blower kit. Ships fully assembled.

- Mobile presentation furniture rack, with wide, stable design
- Bolt-through casters (3”) and internal steel bracing for strength
- Designed for passive cooling; optional blower kit is available
- Optional flat screen mount holds most monitors up to 32”
- Includes 10-32 threaded adjustable front rail
- Locking glass front door is standard
- Ships fully assembled

GENERAL INFO
Finish: Black Cascade
UL Standards Tested: UL1678

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
RoHS: No
Greenguard: Yes
UL Listing No: E173107

DIMENSIONS
Usable Depth: 23.31
Usable Height: 42
The RFR Reference Series combines our most elegant design and highest reliability. Engineered for professional integration, its wide body design and robust construction including bolt-through casters and internal steel bracing will stand up to years of use. Optimized for passive cooling, the RFR Series also accepts an energy-saving thermostatic cooling blower kit. Ships fully assembled.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

- Mobile presentation furniture rack, with wide, stable design
- Bolt-through casters (3") and internal steel bracing for strength
- Designed for passive cooling; optional blower kit is available
- Optional flat screen mount holds most monitors up to 32"
- Includes 10-32 threaded adjustable front rail
- Locking glass front door is standard
- Ships fully assembled

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **RFR SERIES RACK, RFR-2428BR**
- **RFR-2428BR**

**GENERAL INFO**

- Finish: Black Cascade
- UL Standards Tested: UL1678

**LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS**

- RoHS: No
- Greenguard: Yes
- UL Listing No: E173107

**DIMENSIONS**

- Usable Depth: 23.31
- Usable Height: 42
- Panel Width: 19
- Depth (US): 28.25
- Height (US): 48.95
- Width (US): 27.3
- Rack Units: 24

**TECHNICAL INFORMATION**

- Monitor Mounting: Yes
- Rackrail Type: 10-32
- UL Load Capacity: 350
- Material: Wood
- Mounting: Horizontal